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Park Full Court

Cut to: Mid Level to Low Angle Shot
- In a outdoor basketball court, a 5 on 5 game is in progress. A basketball is bounced out the 

rim and it’s rebounded in a mid-level shot. A long-limbed man gets the ball and starts to 
charge to the other side. The sound of dribbled ball is coming down as we see a long-limbed 
man is in control. The man with the ball has gotten the adrenaline from the heat of the game. 

Cut to: Canted Low Angle Shot
- His playmates is catching up, but the opposition is in the dust, except one defender. The 

defenders mindset is to contain the advantage in the game, as the his team was in the lead. 

Cut to: Mid-Shot 
-  In slow motion, a mid-shot shows of the defender gathering a jump to block attempt to what 

he thinks is a layup shot. Cuts to the canted shot of the defender jumping in mid-air with a 
hand up for a block.

Cut to: Low Angle Close Up
-  The long-limbed man with the ball gathering in two feet to takeoff for a dunk to the basket. 

Already knowing the defender is in his air. 

Cut to: Mid-Level HA
- The long-limbed man teammates in excitement and shock almost of the action in the play 

coming up. The adrenaline of the game has created a moment in the game.

Cut to: Low Angle CS
- The man and defender are about to meet in mid-air in slow motion. As the man is about to 

make the dunk in a long mid shot, the ending scene is turned black as you hear the rim flex, 
the ball drop and the oh and has of the other players,


